
Highlights

The IASB/FASB held a joint Board meeting on 18-19 May 2010
where they discussed an explicit risk adjustment versus a
composite margin, the level of measurement of insurance
contracts, disclosure and unbundling. The staff also brought
papers to the Boards on whether fixed-fee and financial guarantee
contracts should be in the scope of the insurance contracts
standard.

The purpose of the margin discussion was for the Boards to
choose between the risk margin approach and the composite
margin model. The two Boards remain split between the two
margin approaches. The IASB marginally favoured the risk margin
approach. However, one IASB member, who voted in favour of a
risk margin approach, noted that if the cost of capital method is
one of the risk margin methods to be permitted as currently
proposed he would change his vote to a composite margin. It was
noted the Boards will expose both margin approaches. Within the
risk margin approach, both Boards were in favour of limiting the
range of permitted techniques by specifying the available risk
adjustment techniques that meet the set principles. 

Within the composite margin approach, both Boards agreed that
the amortisation of the composite margin be based on a
combination of two specified drivers (provision of insurance
coverage and uncertainty in future cash flows) by using the
premiums and claims amortisation formula included in the board
paper with some minor revisions.

Both Boards agreed that if the measurement includes a separate
risk adjustment, it would not reflect the effects of diversification
or negative correlation between portfolios. The risk adjustment
should be determined for a portfolio of insurance contracts.
Both Boards unanimously agreed that the current definition of a
portfolio of insurance contracts in IFRS 4 be retained in the
exposure draft (“contracts that are subject to broadly similar risks
and managed together as a single portfolio”). 

The boards did not agree with the proposed principle for
unbundling and will discuss this further outside of the board
meeting. Both boards agreed that the guidance for when an
account balance is unbundled should be based upon current US
guidance. Both boards agreed that embedded derivatives within
insurance contracts should be unbundled using existing
bifurcation requirements for financial instruments. Both boards
agreed that where unbundling is not required it should not be
permitted.

Both boards agreed that financial guarantee contracts should be
accounted for within the insurance contracts standard. However,
the boards did not agree with the staff recommendation that fixed-
fee service contracts should be accounted for within the insurance
contracts standard.

Risk adjustment versus composite margin

The staff presented three papers on margins to the Boards.
The papers compared the benefits of using an approach that
measures an insurance contract using a risk adjustment plus a
residual margin to an approach that uses a composite margin.
The objective was for the Boards to select one of these
approaches at the meeting. The paper also asked the Boards to
decide whether the exposure draft should require entities to select
a technique for measuring the risk adjustment by reference to
criteria specified or whether the Boards should limit the range of
permitted techniques.

The staff presented to the Boards how the two methods above
would measure insurance contracts at inception as well as the
profit recognition profile assuming there are no changes in the
initial estimated cash flows/level of risk in the contract as well as
two methods to release the composite over the life of the contract
in scenarios where there is a change in estimates. In the first
method all changes in estimates are recognised in the income
statement. This is consistent with previous decisions taken by the
Boards. In the second example the composite margin is used as
a shock absorber whereby the changes in the cash flows are
absorbed by reducing the composite margin. This results in the
cash flow component of the liability measurement increasing and
the composite margin portion reducing with the change in cash
flow estimates. This results in reduced profit recognition in
subsequent periods.

A FASB member observed that the presentation of the shock
absorber method went against the previous decision by the
Boards. An IASB member observed that if changes in estimates
are not recognised in the income statement it increases his
concerns about a composite margin approach. A FASB member
noted that the composite margin did not have to be used as a
shock absorber but could be “remeasured”. The staff noted their
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concern with such an approach because an insurer has nothing to
calibrate to subsequent to initial recognition. On day 1 the insurer
calibrates to the contracted premium. A FASB member noted that
he believes one of the main reasons why some Board members
favour the composite margin approach over the risk margin
approach is due to cost versus benefit considerations. He believes
that the risk margin approach provides additional useful
information about the confidence of the measurement of cash flow
estimates. He does not support the composite margin approach
due to the margin being set and locked in on day one. Another
FASB member noted that information about risk margins could be
provided in the notes to the financial statements. It was noted that
embedding the risk margin calculation in the actual measurement
model would add rigor to the process that is followed to determine
the number.

An IASB member observed that he believed the use of a risk
margin approach would lead to more transparency about the
uncertainty in and changes to future cash flows. A risk margin also
reduces the amount that has to be recognised as the residual
margin.

A FASB member concurred with the cost benefit of using a
composite margin approach. He noted that much of the risk in
insurance contracts would be captured by the composite margin
which is then run off over the appropriate term. He is not
convinced that the risk margin approach measures the risk well.
He observed that the transfer notion in the objective for a risk
adjustment would also include a residual margin element. He is
doubtful that sufficient discipline is applied in determining risk
adjustments. He referred to the observer paper 2D that deals with
the level of measurement. That paper notes the difficulty of
allowing for diversification between different portfolios. He noted
the paper further supported his concern with the reliability of the
risk adjustment calculation. He believes that the transaction price
is the most objective way for management to communicate the
level of risk in an insurance contract.

An IASB member noted that the use of a risk adjustment increases
the relevance and faithfulness of the presentation of the insurance
liability. He noted that many insurance contracts have significant
uncertainty. He also noted that disclosure does not compensate
for inadequate accounting measurement. He therefore supports
the risk margin approach.

In a vote to decide between the two margin approaches, 8 of the
15 IASB members voted in favour of a risk margin approach.
However, 3 of the 5 FASB members voted for the composite
margin approach. Sir David Tweedie noted that both Boards are
split and they will expose both margin approaches.

The Boards next discussed whether the exposure draft should
require entities to select a technique for measuring the risk
adjustment by reference to specified criteria or whether the
Boards should limit the range of permitted techniques. The
discussion was in the context of a risk margin approach. An IASB

member observed that he would not be in favour of prescribing
the range of permitted techniques, especially if it would hinder the
further development and enhancement of risk management
techniques. Another IASB member, who voted in favour of a risk
margin approach, noted that if the cost of capital method is one of
the risk margin methods to be permitted as currently proposed he
would change his vote to a composite margin. 

A FASB member noted his concern that different companies
would be able to set the confidence level of the risk adjustment
at different levels, which would inhibit comparability. It was noted
that in Australia market practice has evolved and most insurers
have converged at a comparable confidence level for similar
insurance contracts.

A FASB member noted his discomfort with the risk margin
approach because the objective of the estimated cash flow
measurement was a fulfilment notion whereas the risk adjustment
objective is more akin to an exit notion. Another FASB member
noted her support to limit the range of permitted risk adjustment
techniques to those that incorporate the use of confidence levels
and noted that she also does not support the use of the cost of
capital approach. She would however not object if both were
to be included in the exposure draft to solicit comments from
constituents. A FASB member voiced his preference for the
Conditional Tail Expectation method which appropriately puts
weight on the tail of the uncertain insurance liabilities.

The staff responded to the concerns about the cost of capital
method by noting that insurers often manage their business by
considering the amount of capital that is required. This would not
be the regulatory capital requirement but the economic capital that
the insurer would hold. 

An IASB member noted that he would prefer setting the principle
with accompanying guidance but noted that he would accept
limiting the range of permitted techniques. Another IASB member
observed that his concern with the risk margin approach is the
fact that the risk adjustment as determined by the proposed
techniques could be calibrated such that a similar risk margin is
calculated. The importance of disclosure was emphasised to
ensure consistency over time and between insurers. Some IASB
members voiced their support for setting the principle for the risk
adjustment technique and augmenting this by application
guidance and examples of techniques that would meet the
requirement of the set principles.

In a vote, 8 of the IASB and all the FASB members voted in favour
of limiting the range of permitted techniques by specifying the
available risk adjustment techniques. These techniques are the
confidence level technique, Conditional Tail Expectation (or tail
value at risk) and cost of capital method.

The Boards next discussed observer paper 2B which provides
suggested language for an approach that limits the range of
permitted risk adjustment techniques by specifying the available
risk techniques. An IASB member questioned whether limiting the



range of permitted techniques would lead to submissions to
the IFRIC in future when new risk adjustment techniques are
developed. He noted that the proposed drafting should not limit
risk adjustment techniques if they meet required principles. The
observer paper does not preclude the use of a replicating portfolio
to measure insurance liabilities and an IASB member observed
that it could lead to the risk adjustment being negative. Another
IASB member emphasised the importance of agreeing on the
principle for the risk adjustment. He noted that sound principles
would eliminate the need to set the range of permitted risk
adjustment techniques. 

An IASB member questioned how the proposed wording
would “anchor” the level of confidence applied by insurers.
The staff noted that in the Australian model, insurers, in addition
to the confidence level, also disclosure the standard deviation
which provides information about the riskiness of the estimated
cash flows.

The Board provided some input and suggestions to improve the
objective of the risk adjustment. One Board member proposed to
add that it would be the amount at which the insurer “would be
relieved of the risk”. Another IASB member observed that this
would then be an exit notion. A FASB member noted that the
objective should capture that the purpose of the risk adjustment
is to reflect the relative uncertainty in the cash flows. The staff
noted that the current objective has been drafted based on the
proposed measurement model being a fulfilment approach and
not a market participant approach.

12 IASB and 3 FASB members voted in favour of the objective of
the risk adjustment as outlined in the staff paper as “the amount
the insurer would rationally pay to be relieved of the risk taking into
consideration that the amount of benefits and claim costs actually
paid may exceed the amount expected to be paid” but the staff
will consider some minor wording changes.

A FASB member requested that the staff bring a paper to a future
Board meeting that sets out how a cost of capital method would
be applied when using economic capital. Another FASB member
noted the importance of this given the split margin vote on the risk
adjustment and the possibility that the IASB member would
change his vote if the cost of capital approach is a permitted risk
adjustment approach.

The Boards next discussed the composite margin paper.
The paper considers potential approaches for the release
of the composite margin subsequent to inception. The staff
recommended that the amortisation of the composite margin be
based on a combination of two drivers (provision of insurance
coverage and uncertainty in future cash flows) specified by the
Boards by using the premiums and claims amortisation formula
included in the paper.

A FASB member observed that the proposed amortisation formula
would have to apply premiums rateably over the coverage period.
If premium cash flows were used it would result in the release of a

portion of the composite margin for front loaded policies. A FASB
member questioned whether the amounts used would be the
nominal amounts of premiums and claims or the present value -
some Board members think that it should be nominal amounts.

Both Boards agreed with the proposal to amortise the composite
margin based on the two drivers specified by the Boards with
some minor revisions to the formula (13 of the 15 IASB and 3 of
the 5 FASB members voted in favour).

The Boards did not reconsider the recognition of changes in
estimates for a composite margin approach.

Level of measurement

The staff recommended retaining the portfolio notion currently in
IFRS 4, namely “contracts that are subject to broadly similar risks
and managed together as a single portfolio”. They proposed
that if the measurement includes a separate risk adjustment, the
adjustment should be determined for a portfolio of insurance
contracts. Therefore, the risk adjustment would not reflect the
effects of diversification and negative correlation between
portfolios. Finally the staff recommended that the residual margins
and composite margins are determined, both initially and
subsequently, at a cohort level that groups insurance contracts by
portfolio, within the same portfolio, by date of inception of the
contract and by length of the contract.

An IASB member questioned why the level of measurement
impacts on the measurement of insurance liabilities if it is not
considered when valuing assets. He also questioned why the risk
adjustment would not consider diversification between different
portfolios. The staff noted that the distribution of outcomes for
insurance contracts and the shape of the potential outcomes are
different. They also explained that conceptually the risk margin
could be adjusted for diversification but practically this would be
very difficult to implement. They also noted that they had
considered the cost benefit of allowing for diversification in the risk
adjustment. Another IASB member questioned whether it would
be appropriate to mandate the determination of the risk
adjustment at a portfolio level.

14 of the 15 IASB and all the FASB members voted that a
separate risk adjustment should determined for a portfolio of
insurance contracts. Both Boards unanimously agreed that the
current definition of a portfolio of insurance contracts in IFRS 4 be
retained for the exposure draft. 

A FASB member questioned why the boards should require
residual margins and composite margins to be determined, both
initially and subsequently, at a cohort level that groups insurance
contracts. He noted that it could be done at that level but he
would not mandate it. The staff noted that for the residual margin,
where the risk adjustment is determined at a portfolio level, it
would be sensible to determine the residual margin at the portfolio
level as well. The staff agreed that for the composite margin this



could be determined at either the portfolio or at a contract level.
Both Boards agreed with this.

Disclosure

The staff asked the boards to approve the revised disclosure
requirements for the forthcoming insurance contracts exposure
draft. The staff proposed the disclosure principle as “To help users
of financial statements understand the amount, timing and
uncertainty of future cash flows arising from insurance contracts,
an entity shall disclose qualitative and quantitative information
about (a) the amounts recognised in its financial statements arising
from insurance contracts; and (b) the nature and extent of risks
arising from those contracts”.

A FASB member requested that the definition also refer to the
nature of future cash flows from insurance contracts. Another
FASB member observed that the amount of required disclosure
seemed to be excessive. The staff noted that the majority of the
requirements as set out in the appendix to the board paper are
currently required under IFRS. An IASB member noted that given
the proposed measurement model, he perceived the required
disclosure as “boiler plate”. He would prefer adding more explicit
requirements about the future cash flows. A FASB member
requested that the requirement to disclose quantitative information
about exposure to insurance risk be accompanied by some
examples, otherwise insurers could disclose a raft of quantitative
information that is not necessarily useful.

Unbundling

The staff proposed that “a component of an insurance contract
should be unbundled if it functions independently from other
components of that contract. A component functions
independently if it is not significantly interdependent with other
components of that contract”. A number of board members noted
that they did not understand what this principle meant and
whether agreeing to this principle had an implication on the
conclusion for embedded derivatives. A FASB member questioned
whether there were items other than derivatives and account
balances that could need to be unbundled and if not why there
needed to be a principle for unbundling. The staff illustrated the
need for a principle by outlining an endowment contract and a
thirty year property and casualty contract with investment
components.

A number of board members noted that there should be more
guidance on how to “operationalise” the notion of
interdependence. One board member noted that in his view if a
policyholder stops paying his premium then the policy lapses and
so every thing is interdependent and the principle would mean
nothing would be unbundled. 

Another board member noted that if a policy can be surrendered
for cash without the insured event occurring then this could form
the basis of an account balance that could be required to be

unbundled. There was a discussion as to when an account
balance would be explicit and whether the insured needs to be
told of the balance for it to be explicit. One FASB member noted
that in the example of a unit linked pension contract where the
policyholder knows the number of units but not the cash surrender
value he thought there would be an account balance. However, a
staff member noted that it was not clear whether the account
balance would be the surrender amount or the balance on which
amounts were being credited. 

It was noted that FAS 97 requires unbundling when the account
balance is regularly communicated and there is guidance on when
to unbundle. The board members did not object to a requirement
to unbundle account balances using similar guidance.

The staff was divided on whether embedded derivatives should be
unbundled using existing bifurcation requirements or whether
using an unbundling principle that is proposed for all other
components of an insurance contract. One board member noted
that if the results would not be different if there was unbundling he
was unclear why the staff were proposing any unbundling,
although his preference would be to unbundle. A staff member
noted that if they did use existing bifurcation guidance there may
be an issue that the parts of the contract would not add up to the
whole. He also noted that the exposure draft would be more
complex if there were two different tests for unbundling and the
existing bifurcation criteria is a somewhat arbitrary “shopping list”.
He noted that this would also mean that derivatives that would
themselves meet the definition of a derivative would need to be
unbundled and the existing guidance does not cover this situation.
A FASB staff member noted that there is large body of guidance
for unbundling under US GAAP although a FASB member noted
that this is under FAS 133 where the host contract is not being
measured using the current proposed insurance contracts model.

On a vote 8 IASB and 4 FASB members voted in favour of using
existing bifurcation requirements to unbundle embedded
derivatives within insurance contracts. An IASB member noted
that the definition of a derivative is different between US GAAP
and IFRS and he also noted that he is not convinced the resulting
measurement will be very different. Another IASB member noted
that there will need to be additional implementation guidance
although a staff member noted his initial thought would be to
simply delete the current paragraphs in IFRS 4 exempting
derivative insurance contracts from bifurcation. It was agreed that
bifurcation using existing requirements would be included in the
exposure draft but a question would be asked in the exposure
draft around the alternative view.

Both boards agreed that if unbundling is not required in an
insurance contract then it should not be permitted. As the boards
could not agree on the principle for unbundling it was agreed that
this would be considered further with board members outside of
the meeting.



Financial guarantees and fixed-fee contracts 

The staff proposed that financial guarantee contracts that meet
the definition of an insurance contract should be accounted for
as insurance contracts. It was noted that this would mean that
some letters of credit issued by banks would be accounted for
under the insurance contracts standard. In the discussion it was
noted that this would not cover credit default swaps as the
financial guarantee contract definition would require compensation
for a loss. One IASB member questioned whether a pay out under
such a contract could be for more than the actual loss. A staff
member noted that this was not clear as they were concerned that
defining this could be an issue for life insurance contracts and new
for old policies.

It was noted that this issue had been discussed with the financial
instruments team and the unique feature for financial guarantee
contracts is indemnification. A FASB member noted that under
FAS 133 there is a scope exclusion to prevent a financial
guarantee contract paying out more than the loss. A staff member
noted that they should be able to address the concern of gearing
in financial guarantee contracts with additional guidance. There
was some discussion as to whether the loss under a financial
guarantee contract was defined and whether it could be related to
just market movements. One board member noted that a better
description for the contracts would be credit performance
guarantees. It was noted that the risk under a credit default swap
is different from a financial guarantee contract as the former
covers the market price of risk and the latter is actual default risk.

A FASB member noted that when they had discussed this issue
under US GAAP it was noted that some monoline insurers write
both credit default swaps and financial guarantee contracts and
the analysts had been content for them to be measured on
different bases. 

On a vote 13 IASB members and 4 FASB members voted in favour
of included financial guarantee contracts within the scope of the
insurance contracts standard.

The staff proposed that fixed-fee service contracts that meet the
definition of an insurance contract should also be in the scope of
the insurance contracts standard. It was noted that roadside
assistance would fall into this definition. One IASB member noted
that he disagreed with the rationale set out in the paper for not
treating these as insurance as historically some countries have
accounted for these as insurance contracts. A FASB member
reminded the boards that at their previous discussion they had
been concerned that if they are not excluded then many fixed
price service contracts would fall within the insurance contracts
standard rather than under the revenue recognition standard. On a
vote none of the FASB members and only 4 of the IASB members
were in favour of including fixed-fee service contracts within the
insurance contracts standard.

In response to a question an IASB staff member noted that the
board’s still need to discuss one scoping issue as well as
transition and business combination matters. This will be done at
a board meeting on 1 June.
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